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Sir,

A number of randomised controlled trials (RCTs), conducted in the 1990s showed benefit of carotid endarterectomy (CEA) and best medical therapy (BMT) over BMT alone for patients with asymptomatic severe stenosis (70-99%) in preventing stroke. Those RCTs were done before the routine use of statins and newer antiplatelet medications. It is observed over the last two decades that most patients remain stable on the current BMT, making interventions unnecessary in all patients. But few patients do become symptomatic even on contemporary BMT. Identifying and offering interventions to those selective patients is more beneficial. These patients usually have ‘vulnerable plaques’, having active inflammation, high lipid content, neovascularity, thin capsule or intra-plaque haemorrhage.

Many investigations have proved useful in identifying these lesions. Ultrasound (US) gives fair idea about the character of carotid plaque. Soft plaques with high lipid content or intra-plaque haemorrhage are echolucent while fibrous tissues with calcification are echogenic with mixed areas of brightness and variations in texture. The plaque volume and area on ultrasound also point to an unstable plaque and predict the risk of rupture. Contrast-enhanced ultrasound can visualise plaque neovascularisation. High-resolution MRI can characterise intra-plaque haemorrhage, lipid rich necrotic core, calcification and surface disruption. High agreement between the MRI findings and histological measures of ‘vulnerable plaque’ has been demonstrated. Positron emission tomography (PET) imaging utilising [18F] Fluodeoxyglucose (FDG) is effective in demonstrating inflammation in carotid plaques.

Due to improved BMT and investigations technology, treatment of patients with high-grade asymptomatic carotid artery disease has shifted to ‘selective’ interventions, which is of paramount clinical importance.
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